Clinical characteristics and distribution of genotypes of TT virus infection in a hepatitis C virus-hyperendemic township of a hepatitis B virus-endemic country (Taiwan).
The prevalence of TT virus (TTV) viremia, without definite clinical significance, has been reported to be higher among chronic hepatitis C patients. The status and clinical characteristics of TT virus (TTV) infection and distribution of TTV genotypes in a hepatitis C virus (HCV) hyperendemic township (Masago community) in a hepatitis B virus (HBV) endemic country (Taiwan) were investigated. Sera from 100 Masago residents were tested for alanine aminotransferase (ALT) and markers of HBV, HCV and GB virus C/hepatitis G virus (GBV-C/HGV) and TTV-DNA. Sera of 250 blood donors as a control group were tested for TTV-DNA. Sera of Masago residents and blood donors with positive TTV-DNA were directly sequenced, and phylogenetic analyses were performed subsequently. The prevalences of TTV viremia in different age groups among individuals from Masago were significantly higher than that among blood donors. In regard to the subtypes of TTV, 23, seven, two, eight, one, six and one isolate were related to the genotypes 1a, 1b, 2a, 2b, 3, 4 and 5, respectively, from Masago and 21, 14, one, nine and three isolates were related to the genotypes 1a, 1b, 2a, 2b, and 4, respectively, from donors. No clinical or virological factor was associated with TTV viremia or TTV genotypes. TT Virus prevalence was higher among HCV hyperendemic township residents than blood donors with similar genotype distributions (genotype 1 was the most prevalent) in Taiwan. Neither TTV viremia nor a particular genotype was associated with HBV, HCV or GBV-C/HGV infection and abnormal ALT levels.